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I. NUCLEAR THEORY

*
1.            Study   o f    0   +    d    and   Q   + d Systems with the Resonating-Group

Method (Y. C. Tang)

The resonating-group method with a one-channel ap
proximation

is used to examine the Q+d elastic-scattering and
 bound-state

problems. The nucleon-nucleon potential employed is the sam
e as

that used in previous resonating-group calculatio
ns and fits the

low-energy scattering data satisfactorily. The deuteron wave

function, which is given by a sum of two Gaussian
 functions,

yields nearly correct values for the binding ener
gy and the rms

6

radius. For the bound and resonant states in Li , it is s
hown that

a careful consideration of the distortion effect 
on the deuteron

3

cluster is essential. The calculated excitation energy of the  D

level is 4.6 MeV, which is rather close to the va
lue of 3.8 MeV

obtained by averaging the excitation energies of
 the experimentally

found 3D3' 3D2' and 3Dl levels.  Phase shifts are
 calculated in

the energy region of 0-20 MeV and, in general, th
ey agree quite

well with those determined phenomenologically. In particular, the

result shows that in the excitation region below
 10 MeV, the P-wave

phase shifts are small and show no resonance
behavior. The T=1

66 6
levels in the isobaric triad He , Li , and Be , w

hich have

predominantly a structure of an ry cluster plus a 
two-nucleon
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cluster in a 'So configuration (d* cluster), have also been studied.

Here it is found that with a two-Gaussian function for the d* cluster,

the calculated energy spacings between the 'S and the '
D levels are

too large by about 1 MeV.

2.   Effective Q+Q and a +N Potentials from Resonating-
Group

Calculations (I. Reichstein and Y. C. Tang)

The method of the resonating-group structure is used to
 study

the a+a and a+N systems. With a nucleon-nucleon potential

of a near-Serber exchange mixture, it is found that good
 agreement

with the empirical phase-shift data can be
obtained. Using the

resultant radial scattering functions, effective potent
ials between

the clusters are derived, which yield the same phase shifts as does

the resonating-group calculation. These potentials are quite

similar to the phenomenological potentials obtained by 
Ali and Bodmel

and Darriulat et al. in the a + a case and by Swan and P
earce in the

a  +  N  case. They consist  of   a  hard  core  with a radius which   is

weakly energy-dependent but strongly 1 - dependent, and 
an attractivi

long-range part which has only a weak dependence on the 
relative

orbital angular momentum and the energy in both even-and
 odd 1 -

states.  In addition, it is found that the long-range par
t has an

odd-even feature which has previously been noted by Gamme
l and
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Thaler in their phenomenological study of the a +p scattering data,

but has not been commonly considered in the usual local-potential

approach to a scattering problem. Based on the experience learned

here, an effective potential is also proposed for those cases where

a straight forward application of the resonating-group method is

impractical.

3. Phenomenological Study  of the S-Shell Hypernuclei   (Y.   C.   Tang)

From an analysis of the binding-energy data of the s-shell

hypernuclei and the A-p scattering data with a phenomenological

model, the A-N interaction is found to have the following pro-

perties:

(i) It has a hard core of radius around 0.45 F and an

intrinsic range around 1.8 F.

(ii) It is not strong enough to bind a two-body A-hypernuclear

system.

(iii) It has a rather small degree of spin-dependence. This can

be further checked by measuring the total cross sections

of A-d scattering at low energies or by measuring the

4
excitation energy of the J=1 excited state in AH  or

4'
Alie   
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(iv) It has a strength in the odd-parity states which is only

about half of that in the even-parity states.  To verify

this experimentally, what could be done is to measure

the total cross sections of A-a scattering, where the

finite momentum distribution of the nucleons in the

alpha particle would make the p-state A-N interaction

important even at low incident energies.

Of the four effective-range parameters, the A-p singlet

scattering length is found to be almost model-independent. Its

value is determined to be about -1.8 F, which is in good agreement

with the values obtained by many other authors.

A moderately strong three-body ANN potential is shown to be

helpful in explaining the binding-energy data of all the s-shell

5
hypernuclei, including AHe . Its depth cannot be precisely deter-

mined from this investigation, but is likely to be in the range of

2 to 5 MeV.

5
To calculate the binding energy of AHe , it is found that a

careful consideration of the isospin suppression effect is essential.

This is somewhat unfortunate, since a proper calculation of this

effect will very likely be a rather difficult task.

This investigation also shows that there exists a particle-

44
stable, J=1 excited state in AH  or AHe , with an excitation

energy in the range of 0 to about 1 MeV.  It is not possible to
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determine this excitation energy more precisely, since at the

present moment, we have only scant knowledge about the nature of the

ANN and charge-symmetry-breaking potentials.

4.   Parametrization of the potential in resonating group

calculations (W. McClure)

An unsuccessful attempt was made to phenomenologically

parameterize, using simple functions, the local and non-local (kernel.

potential in existing resonating group calculations. It was hoped,

that if parameterization were successful, one could study the trends

in known calculations to extrapolate to heavier systems, where the

resonating group method becomes impractically long. Following this

a second effort was made, this time trying to determine a local

angular momentum dependent effective potential with parameters

indicated from the resonating group calculation and readily found

from available structure data. This effort was also unsuccessful

because the functional form of the effective potential varied too

unpredictably to achieve good phase shift fits with only a few

parameters. Nevertheless this calculation revealed much about the

limitations of the optical model. Had the effective potential been

less angular momentum dependent, an optical potential would be

deducible from it by a simple energy average. As it was, the
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effective potential (determined from resonating group calculations)

exhibited a definite odd even angular momentum variation and re-

quired a hard core. If this hard core and odd even effect are

built into the optical model, we suggest much better fitting will

be achieved for scattering off light nuclei or from heavy targets

near.closed shells.

5.   Resonances and virtual states (R. Fuller)

A method which makes it possible to consider wave functions

corresponding to resonances and virtual states on the same footing

with bound-state wave functions was developed.  Resonance and

virtual state wave functions increase exponentially at large values

of the radial coordinate.  Therefore, it was necessary to develop

special methods in order to consider matrix elements in terms of

these wave functions. Using these methods an extended definition

for the inner-product involving these states was introduced. In

terms of this inner-product the wave functions corresponding bound,

virtual, and resonance states were found to form an orthonormal set.

This generalizes the well-known result for bound states.

A'separable potential-or more generally, a sum of separable

potentials -- was constructed using these states.  Using the

extended definition of the inner-product, it was shown that results
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obtained using the separable potential in place of the original

potential are exact at the energies corresponding to the states

included in the separable potential. For a square-well potential

quantities calculated using this separable potential were found to

closely approximate the exact results over a range of physical

energies in the neighborhood of the pole states included in the

separable potential. A paper describing this work has been accepted

by the Physical Review.

This work has been extended by asking what additional terms in

the separable potential are necessary to represent the original

potential outside the energy region dominated by bound and resonance

states. It appears that inclusion of the free-state vector with the

bound, virtual and resonant state vectors gives a separable potential

which can be used in place of the original potential over the entire

energy range.

Our interest in this problem derives from an interest in the

application of the nuclear-shell-model to scattering problems in

nuclear physics where continuum states must be considered.  However,

it is first necessary to develop techniques  for the simple single-

channel problem which can be carried over to the consideration of

the much more complicated multichannel problem encountered in nuclear

physics.  Work in that direction is now in progress.
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6.   Three-particle wave functions (R. Fuller, E. Peterson and

R. Saenger)

A method of approximating the Green's function for two particles

interacting with an infinitely massive third particle is being tested

by R. Fuller and E. Peterson. The form of the approximation is

especially appropriate for the consideration of deuteron scattering

in the shell model.

R. Fuller, E. Peterson and R. Saenger are attempting to solve

a simple one-dimensional 3-particle problem exactly. The solution

should afford insight into the dynamics of more complex three

particle systems.

7.   Review of spectroscopy of lf shell nuclei (B. Bayman)7/2

This work was done in collaboration with N. Hintz of the

University of Minnesota, J. McCullen of the University of Arizona,

and L. Zamick of Rutgers University. The aim is to summarize the

experimental data on levels of nuclei in the lf shell
7/2

(20 6 N, Z 5 28), to summarize the theoretical work done on these

levels and to ascertain the success of theory in explaining the data.

We have held one meeting in Tucson and two in Minneapolis, for a

total time of about three weeks.  We have compiled bibliographies,
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and held detailed discussions about the nuclei, starting from the

40
bottom of the shell (Ca ) and working our way up. We have reached

51
Mn We will hold another meeting in January, at which time we

.56will consider. the remaining nuclei up to Ni The main project

for my Winter Quarter leave will be to work on the manuscript of

this review.

8.   Finite range two-nucleon transfer calculation (B. F. Bayman

and R. A. Broglia)

We have continued to work on a distorted-waves Born approxi-

mation (DWBA) calculation of the cross-section for a (p, t) or (t, p)

reaction. The calculation involves six-dimensional integrations

and is expensive in computer time.  We have tried to minimize the

time required by appropriate choice of the integration variables,

and by the use of efficient numerical integration methods. The

actual computing has been performed at Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, at no expense to our Contract. In about one month we

should know whether the DWBA is applicable to two-neutron transfer

reactions, and if it is applicable, we should know whether the

currently used zero-range approximation to the DWBA is valid.
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9.   Shell-model continuum in nuclear bound states (R. H. Ibarra

and B. F. Bayman)

In the 1967-68 Progress Report, a description of this calcu-

lation was given and preliminary results presented.  We have improved

the calculation by using nuclear forces of realistic depth and range

(as opposed to the zero-range force used before). Our final con-

clusion is that the well-depth method in current use in the DWBA

analysis of one-particle transfer reactions overestimates the

spectroscopic factors for highly excited states by about 50'/o.  We

have also calculated form factors for two-particle transfer processes.

Here our results support the use of the well-depth method for taking

account of nuclear binding. A paper based on this work has been

submitted to the Physical Review.

60
10. States in Cu (R. Perazzo and B. F. Bayman)

60
We have tested shell-model wave functions of Cu by calcu-

lating the differential cross-sections they imply for the reaction

.58 3 60
Ni (He ,p) Cu  , and comparing these calculations with the ex-

perimental data.  We have found that the shell model gives a good

60
account of several low-lying states in Cu  , but there are other

states whose properties are completely inconsistent with the shell
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model. We have tried to understand these states in terms of other

nuclear degrees of freedom.  A manuscript describing this work is

now being prepared.

42 42
11. The Structure of Ca and Sd investigated by two-nucleon

transfer reactions (R. A. Broglia)

This work has been done in collaboration with H. W. Barz,

K. Hehl and C. Riedel from Zfk, Rossendorf near Dresden, Germany

(DDR) .

42 42
The low-lying states of Ca and Sc have been calculated in

the co-existence model (W. J. Gerace and A. M. Green, N.P. A93

(1967)   110, P. Federman,   Phys.   Lett.   20   (1966)   74, L. Zamick,   Phys.

Lett.   19   (1965) 580) using effective matrix elements obtained   from   a

Homada-Johnston potential (T. Kuo, private communication). The

resulting wave functions are used to analyse the reactions

40 42 40 3 42
Ca (t, p) Ca and Ca( He, p) SC. A detailed comparison between

theory and experiment is presented.  The influence of a spin-

orbit coupling in the optical potential on angular distributions

and proton polarization is discussed briefly.
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12. An average set of optical triton parameters obtained from the

fit of (t, p) angular distributions (R. A. Broglia)

This work has been done in collaboration with H. W. Barz,

K. Hehl and C. Riedel from ZfK, Rosendorf near Dresden, Germany (DDR)

The angular distributions of (t, p) reactions leading to 0+

+ 50 65
and 2 states in Ca, Cu (3/2 -L=O ground state and 5/2 -

L = 2 state), Sn, Sm, Pb and U have been fitted to120 156 210 240

derive  12 MeV optical triton parameters. A mass-independent set of

optical potential parameters is obtained which gives good agreement

between theory and experiment for all nuclei considered. This set

of parameters is suitable for reproducing the shape of angular

distributions for L>2. The influence of different triton

parameters on relative cross sections is discussed.

209
13. Coulomb excitation of Bi and the weak coupling model

(R. A. Broglia, J. S. Lilley, R. Perazzo and W. R. Phillips)

Some relative and absolute gamma-ray transition probabilities

209
have been measured for the low-lying.levels in Bi by observing

the Coulomb excitation and subsequent decay of the states. Thick

bismuth targets were bombarded with 19 Mev a - particles and gamma-

ray yields at 00, 30', 450, 600 and 900 were.observed with a 25
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3
cm .Li-Ge detector. Determinations has been made of the transition

strengths to the f ( 897 MeV), the i (1.608 MeV), the f7/2 13/2                   5/2

(2.822 MeV) and the septuplet of levels near 2.6 MeV formed by

208
coupling an h particle to the 3- octupole state in Pb, ex-

9/2

cited by E2, E3, E2, E2 and E3 Coulomb excitation respectively.

Approximate El transition strengths for ground state decays of the

2.563, 2.581 and 2.598 MeV levels have been determined from the

Doppler broadening of the gamma peaks. Branches are observed

corresponding to decays from the 2.741 and 2.600 MeV states to the

1.608 (13/2+) level, and from the 2.822, 2.615 and 2.581 MeV levels

to the .897 (7/2-) state. The gamma ray strengths and relative

transition rates are compared with the predictions of a particle

vibration coupling model.

14. Two-nucleon transfer reactions and the pairing model

(R. A. Broglia)

Review Article to be submitted to Advances in Nuclear Physics,

Edited by M. Baranger and E. Vogt and scheduled for Vol. 4.  This

work is done in collaboration with Ole Hansen from the Univ. of

Philadelphia and C. Riedel from ZfK, Rossendorf near Dresden (GDR).

The following is a list of the contents.
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1.   INTRODUCTION.

2.   THE REACTION MECHANISM

Systematic Features of the Data; The Two-Nucleon Transfer

Reaction Cross Section in the Distorted Wave Approximation; The

Modified Form Factor; The Harmonic Oscillator Potential; Finite

Wells; The Bayman-Kallio Method; Coherence Properties of the Form

Factor; Selection Rules; Analysis of Experimental Data; Q-Dependence

and Two-Particle Units; Sum Rules.

3.   PAIRING ROTATIONS AND VIBRATIONS, A NAIVE FORMULATION

The Vibrational Coupling Scheme; The Rotational Coupling Scheme;

The Phase Transition; Odd Mass Systems.

4.   THE ANALOGY BETWEEN QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATIONS AND PAIRING

DEFORMATIONS

A Review of the Theory of Quadrupole Distortions; The Collect-

ive Pairing Modes.

5. A FORMAL DERIVATION OF THE PAIRING MODES

Static Properties; Dynamic Properties; Analysis of Sn(t,p)

Data; The Linearization Method; Pairing Vibrations; Analysis of

Pb(t,p) and (p, t) Data; The spurious State; The Phase Transition;

The Coupling of Single Particles and Holes to the Pairing Modes.

6.   THE PAIRING MODES AND ISOSPIN

The Rotational Model; Intrinsic Frame of Reference; Energies

and Transition Rates; .                  The Vibra-

tional Model; Energies and Transition Rates; Analysis of the f7/2
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Shell Data; Comparison Between the Rotational and Vibrational

Selection Rules.

7.   ON MULTIPLE PAIRING

8. A COMPARISON OF INELASTIC SCATTERING AND TWO-NUCLEON ·TRANSFER

REACTIONS

15.  First Forbidden 8 - decays in the Lead Region ( R. A. Broglia)

This work is done in collaboration with J. Damgaard from the

Niels Bohr Institute and Caltech Inst. of Technology and C. Riedel

from the ZfK Rossendorf near Dresden (GDR).

208
Fourteen first forbidden 0 - decay in the region around Pb

are analyzed in terms of only six unknown B - matrix elements

between single-particle or single-hole states. Each of the matrix

elements is of multipolarity X=O o r X=1 and is a combination

of the usual first forbidden matrix elemtns. The analysis gives

exterimental values for the B - matrix elements and tests the

206
consistency of the nuclear wavefunctions. The decay of Tl is

too fast by a factor of two as compared to the rest of the decays.

The experimental values of the B - matrix elements are compared to

values calculated with the B - interaction.
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16. Collective treatment of the pairing Hamiltonian (D. R. Bes,

R. A. Broglia and R. J. Perazzo)

We develop treatment of the pairing force problem in terms of

two collective variables: the intrinsic deformation a and the gauge

angle $ . The comparison between the results obtained solving the

quantum mechanical Hamiltonian and those obtained by our exact

diagonalization shows the adequacy of the present approach.

17. Nuclear spectroscopy on deformed nuclei with two-neutron

transfer reactions (R. A. Broglia)

This work was done in collaboration with T. Udagawa from Kyoto

University, Kyoto, Japan and C. Riedel from ZfK Rosendorf near

Dresden (GDR) .

The formalism for calculating (t, p) and (p, t) reactions on

quadrupole deformed nuclei is presented. It is applied to the cal-

culation of the cross section associated with the excitations of

members of the ground state rotational band of nuclei in the rare-

earth region. Comparison with the available experimental material

is carried out. Spec ial attention  is  paid  to the relation between

multipole pairing moments and reaction cross sections. The possi-

bility of determining deformation parameters is pointed out.
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18.  Two Nucleon transfer reactions in deformed nuclei (D. R. Bes,

R. A. Broglia, And S. Landowne)

The formalism presented in the previous investigation is

further developed in order to include further effects which may

influence the I-dependence of the cross-sections.  One of these

possible effects is due to the presence of higher shells.  A second

one results from the presence of multipole pairing fields.  The

analysis of excited rotational bands having vibrational character-

istics is being carried out on the  Yb isotopes.

19. Two nucleon transfer reactions in the SU3 representation

(D. R. Bes and M. Chandler)

This work is being done in collaboration with J. Florez and

R. Perez (Universidad Autonoma de Mexico).  We are developing a

computer code in order to obtain the matrix elements of the ten

operators which determine the rate of two-body transfers in the s-d

shell (DWBA), using representation characterized by the partition

[U6]  and  SU3  and R3
quantum numbers.

-
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20.  Isospin Structure of the pairing collective motion (B. F. Bayman.

D. R. Bes and R. A. Broglia)

The isospin degree of freedom of the pairing force is studied

in.the framework of the rotational (840) and vibrational (6=O)

models. The magnitude A is the BCS gap parameters. The predictions

of the two models concerning two-nucleon transfer reactions and

energy levels are compared and contrasted.  Some of the available

.56
experimental material around Ni is discussed in this framework.

Further experiments are suggested which would help decide between

the coupling schemes.

209
21. Particle-vibration coupling   in · Bi (R. A. Broglia)

This work is done in collaboration with J. Damgaard from the

Niels Bohr Institute, 1)enmark and A. Molinari, Istituto dj. Fisica,

Universita di Torino, Italy.

The coupling between the single particle states and the

208
collective octupole state in Pb is calculated with the Hamada-

Johnston potential (Kuo and Brown G-matrix). The spin dependence

of the basic coupling matrix elements, which is neglected in the

usual collective approach is studied.  Comparison with the experi-

mental data (both energies and transition rates are carried out) .
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22.  Anharmonic effects in Cd isotopes (D. R. Bes)

This work is done in collaboration with G. G. Dussel (Carnegie

Mellon University).

We have tested in the first place, the phenomenological des-

cription of anharmonic effects in Cd isotopes. Only third order

anharmonicities are taken into account. Comparison of our results

with the experimental energies, electromagnetic transition rates

and one-body transfer cross sections shows that the theoretical

predictions are generally improved by the presence of anharmonic

terms.  However, aside from the static quadrupole moment, the

improvement is not spectacular, and, therefore, its significance in

testing the adequacy of the anharmonic adiabatic description is

questionable. Two sets of single-particle energies, both reproducing

the levels in odd nuclei, are obtained as a by-product of the

calculation.

Two microscopic methods are applied in order to calculate the

third order parameters. The first one, based on the quasi-boson,

expansion, fails to reproduce the empirical variation of the static

quadrupole moment with A. The second method takes into account

renormalization effects, but it is not able to calculate the velocity

C,      dependent terms. The results of the second calculation are in
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-,

better agreement with the empirical values than those obtained with

the first method.

23. Solution of Bohr Collective Hamiltonian (D. R. Bes)

This work is done in collaboration with G. G. Dussel (Carnegie

Mellon University).

The solution of the Bohr collective Hamiltonian has been

speeded up with respect to previous methodsl  by diagonalizing the

Hamiltonian within the basic set of states corresponding to the

quadrupole vibrator around the spherical equilibrium position.  The

dependence of the solution on the properties of the basic state is

discussed. The minimum number of spherical phonons that is needed

in order to represent well-deformed nuclei is found to be of the

order of fourteen.

209
24. Two-particle, one-hole states in Pb (D. R. Bes and R. A.

Broglia)

1

The two-particle, one-hole states are considered to be either

208
as a particle coupled to a particle-hole phonon of Pb or a hole

coupled to a n-pole pairing vibration phonon, representing states.in

210
Pb The graphical methods introduced by
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(

B. Mottelson (Suppl. to J. Phys. Soc. Japan 24 (1968) 87-104) in
order to couple particles and phonons are used  both for the

particle-hole and particle-particle phonons in order to obtain an

effective Hamiltonian and effective transition operators. The

207 210 208
experimental results on Pb (t,p) Pb (p, d) reactions and Pb

(t, d) reactions recently performed  at  the Los Alainos Scientific

Laboratory are analyzed within the framework of the model with

reasonable success.
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II. HIGH ENERGY THEORY

1.   Effective Lagranqians and Field Alqebras with Chiral Symmetry

(S. Gasiorowicz and D. Geffen)

A comprehensive review article on Effective Lagrangians and

Field Algebras with Chiral Symmetry was completed. The following

topics were discussed:

Sec.II: The Lagrangian formalism.

Sec.III: Various ways of implementing chiral symmetry for pions;

uniqueness of nonlinear realization; pion-pion scattering in the tree

graph approximation; the infinite mass limit in the sigma model;

the Goldstone theorem.

Sec. IV: Yang-Mills fields and Field Algebra.

Sec. V:  Chiral  symmetry for spin 1 mesons; nohminimal couplings.
t

Sec. VI: Spin 0 and Spin 1 mesons in interd tion; the  p - Al mass

splitting; the KSFR relation; p'Ii-7r and Alplr couplings.

Sec. VII: Extension to SU(3)xSU(3); the 3x3 matrix formalism;

"mass" and "kinetic energy" symmetry breaking.

Sec. VIII: SU(3)xSU(3) with spin 0 mesons ; the •Ir - 71 degeneracy

problem.

Sec. IX:  Nonlinear realizations of SU(3)xSU(3); the model without

scalar mesons; the model with a scalar K meson.

Sec. X: The "Super Lagrangian" (see below)
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Sec. XI: Photon couplings; Baryons and effective Lagrangians;

The Goldberger-Treiman and Adler-Weisberger relations; represen-

tation mixing  and the Weinberg program;    m ng couplings.

Appendices:  Field transformation properties; conventions; the

geometrical approach to nonlinear realizations.  The paper is to

appear in the July issue of the Reviews of Modern Physics.

2.   A Chiral Invariant Lagrangian Involving  l£  and  Of  mesons

with Field Algebra and Symmetry Breaking Leading to PCAC for

Eight of the Axial Currents (S. Gasiorowicz and D. Geffen)

The Lagrangian contains no more than two derivatives in the

meson field a - 0  mixing of the "kinetic energy" type is obtained

through the appearance of nonvanishing vacuum expectation values of

00  and  08  in a chiral invariant nonminimal coupling term, so

that   PCAC for eight axial currents is preserved.      The     a  -   D

degeneracy is kept for simplicity;  the  K*  splitting arises from

a mechanism similar to that which causes the  p-Al  splitting.

The vector coupling constants  < 4
]M

)  are
.

(r,)1 v(fy)  .

calculated   and  the     a  - 0 mixing angle is computed.      It is found

that the Oakes-Sakurai formula is modified by a small term propor-

2
tional to  f  .  A fit to the experimental angle shows that

X

symmetry breaking is much less than that obtained by Glashow and

Weinberg.  This also pushes up the mass of the  A.  A fit to the
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known pseudoscalar and vector masses can be obtained, and it is

found that the range of parameters is very small.  The renormali-

zation of the strangeness changing vector current is slight,

f (0) = 0.98 .  The model predicts, for all possible values of

the parameters,  mK & 1700 MeV.  It is interesting that with a
A

somewhat smaller value of f.'rf+ (0)/fK    than the experimentally

fitted value of  0.82 , no fits of the masses are possible.

3.  Lectures on Effective Lagrangians (S. Gasiorowicz)

A series of lectures on Effective Lagrangians was delivered

at the VIII Internationale Universitatswochen fur Kernphysik

in Schladming. The text of the lectures will be published in

the annual supplement to Acta Physica Austriaca (1969).

4.  Lectures on Weak Interactions (S. Gasiorowicz)

A series of lectures on the Weak Interactions were delivered

at the 1969 NATO Summer Institute at the Institute of Theoretical

Physics in Karlsruhe.  An article entitled "A Survey of the Weak

Interactions# was written and will appear in the Ergebnisse der

Exakten Naturwissenschaften.
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5.  Topics Related to the Veneziano Model for Scattering

Amplitudes (S. Gasiorowicz)

( i)      The relati.on between the amplitudes   for the processes

Tir -0 Tr'Tr , TrTF -* Ga and Gc -b GG was

studied with a view to checking the factorization condition.

It was found that the  'rn- -0 00 amplitude could not be written

as a single Veneziano term if the normal Regge behavior was to

hold. An appropriate combination of terms did show that factori-

zation held for the leading trajectories.

(ii) The question of "ghosts" was studied for pion-pion

scattering. It was found that with one exception (the second o

meson state) there were no ghosts on the leading three trajectores,

and that the "ghost" disappeared as  mlr2 -0 0 .

(iii) The predictions of a chiral Lagrangian  involving an

2
infinite number of o's (with m equally spaced) were examined.

It was found that the  A  mesons split off from the  o's  and that

an  A mass always lies below the mass of the next  p .  The

mass splitting thus approaches zero.

6.  Selected Topics On Current Algebra. Veneziano. and Form Factors

(D. Geffen)

The general aspect of the investigation has been to explore
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the influence of the Veneziano model on the work of the last few

years in current algebra, PCAC, and o dominance.  We summarize

them below:

(i) Satellites in Veneziano scattering amplitudes: Only a

few simple amplitudes can be written down in the Veneziano model

free of satellite terms.  We have found a case where current

algebra imposes a condition requiring a satellite. The amplitude

7T + 0 -0 1T + p  must have at least one satellite term if both the

single and double soft pion limits are to be satisfied.  On the

other hand, the no satellite condition on  7rn- -* 7rn-  and  7rIT -* 7TA
1

imposes no restriction on these amplitudes when connected by cu

current algebra.  It is shown however, that there is little

justification for this assumption.

(ii) p  dominance:  The Veneziano model proposes the

22
existence of a sequence of  p  mesons with masses  mp  , 3mo  ,

5mp2 , ....  The effect of  p  dominance in Veneziano models and

effective Lagrangian models have been examined. In the former,

forms for electromagnetic form factors,    such   as,       r(1-rv (t) /

r(5/2-ot (t)) do predict corrections to naive p dominance in going

from photons to  o's .  Such correcti6ns, when applied to phot6-p

production seem to go in the right direction as indicated by
2

experiment.  Such a model also predicts that the  p'  at  3mp

would be photoproduced (into two resonating pions) with a cross

section of the order of a percent of the  o  production cross
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section.  In the effective Lagrangian approach, the  O - Al

field algebra is generalized to include sequences of  o's  and

A's .  It is found that the roles played by the various mesons

can be arbitrarily fixed without breaking chiral symmetry or the

field algebra.  In particular the  o'  can be made to have zero

coupling to the photon and not decay into two pions.  The Veneziano

models without satellites are then seen to be very special cases.

7.      On The Connection Between     Flr (t),   And The Amplitudes   For

7rn- 4 111r  and  1111- 4 irAl (D. A. Geffen)

The current algebra connection between the pion electromagnetic

form factor,  FlT(t) , and the amplitudes  Tr -0 7rn-  and  7rIT -* 71-Al

is examined by explicitly extrapolating off the pion mass shell

the matrix element  < 71' |  A,£ 1 71'r > which is taken to be dominated

by     T     and Al 'Poles and possible subtractions.      It is found  that

the connection is broken by the presence of an almost arbitrary

subtraction function. In particular the Aplr interaction remains

arbitrary as well as the form for F71-(t) . The results are

applied to the Veneziano model.
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8.  Consistency between Rdqqe-pole and direct-channel descriptions

of scattering: "duality" (J. Rosner)

The successful matching of low-energy (resonance) and high-

energy (Regge-pole) descriptions of scattering (R. Dolen, D.

Horn,  and C. Schmid,  Phys.  Rev.  1&L  1.768  (1968)) has entailed

a number of constraints on scattering amplitudes. These include

relations for couplings of different trajectories to the same

particle, relations among intercepts of different trajectories,

predictions of definite octet-singlet mixing for (e.g.) the a

and  0  trajectories, and the prediction of resonances of unusual

quantum numbers coupled primarily to baryon-antibaryon systems

(J. Rosner, Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 950, 1468(E), (1968).).

More recently a simple graphical method has been found

(H. Harari, Phys. Rev. Letters 23  562; J. Rosner, Ibid. 689)

which exhibits these constraints immediately.  One write four-

point functions in terms of connected quark graphs. The allowed

representations in any channel can then be read off immediately.

Applications include the constructian of  N-point functions

with the proper SU(3) properties for the Veneziano model

(G.  Veneziano, Nuovo Cimento 978,  190  (1968)) and possible inter-

pretations in terms of real quarks (see, e.g., Y. Nambu, to be

published.)
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9.   Quark model selection rule for hadron couplings. (J. Resner,

P.G.0. Freund and R. Waltz)

The   absence  of " exotic" resonances (those with unusual values

of isospin, baryon number, or hypercharge) is best described in

the language of the quark model, in which meson resonances all

seem to be made of  qq  and baryon resonances of  qgq .  Until now

a convincing dynamical basis for this regularity has been lacking

in view of the lack of knowledge about forces between ,quarks„

The present work seeks to answer this question with a simple

dynamical postulate used in constructing three-point functions:

every particle is connected to each of the other two by at least

one quark line.  This rule, for example, predicts that  K4  and  p

will not form a strong resonance.  The only "exotic" resonances

that can be formed in this manner out of the conventional qq  and

--

gqq are then gqqq  states coupled to baryon-antibaryon systems, in

agreement with a previous result (J. Rosner, Phys. Rev. Letters 21.

950, 1468(E) (1968)).  Several suggestions are made for observing

these exotic resonances, including experiments with missing-mass

spectrometers and speci fic bubble-chamber analyses.
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10.  Behavior of barvon-baryon and barvon-antibaryon total

cross sections at hiqh energy. (C. Rebbi, J. Rosner and

R. Slansky)

The identification of energy-dependence of  total cross

sections with presence of direct-channel resonances is one of the

most remarkable successes of "duality" (see above) .   In the ten

channels where  a (AB)  is known,  a (AB) falls if  A  and  B

can form a resonance (pp, pn, 71- p, k-p, k-n)  and is flat

otherwise  (pp, pn, k+P, k+n) ·

Recently some authors (J. Mandula, et E-j·, Phys. Rev. Letters

23-,  266  (1969) ) have called into question results based on duality

for reactions with high thresholds, such as baryon-baryon and

baryon-antibaryon elastic scattering.  Moreover, it has been

stressed by many people that the pattern of baryon-baryon resonances,

while most likely totally absent, is still not well known.  For

these reasons a study was performed of the effects on BB  and  BB

total cross sections of (i) duality in meson-meson and meson-

baryon systems alone and (ii) factorization of the leading non-

Pomeranchuk trajectories. Some results include the following:

(a)   aT(BB)   is flat in the 10   and  7 representations of  SU(3) :
..

in particular,  OT(pn)  and OT(PP) are predicted to be almost

energy-independent.  (b) If tensor and vector trajectories couple

to 1/2+ baryons      B      with   the   same F/D ratio,    all      a (BB)    are
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flat.  Otherwise such total cross sections as  0 (Ap)  may show

more energy dependence than  0 (PP).  (c)  Previous conclusions

about energy dependence of  °T in exotic di3 channels ( see J.

Rosner,    Phys. Rev. I.etters 21,. above) are unchanged: energy
--

dependence appears in ill channels which can be formed of  qqgq .

11.      A General Treatment  of     7rn-  4  7TAl      in the Veneziano Model

(J. Rosner and H. Suura)

A two-parameter Veneziano-type model for  irn- 4 71-Al  was

discussed from the standpoints of  (l) PCAC constraints,  (2) the

pion electromagnetic form factor, and  (3) partial widths

r(X -D Al 7T)  for x along the leading trajectory.  The two

parameters may be taken as  gs  and  gD ' two independent
A1071-

coupling constants.  Conclusions include the following:  (a)

unless  9  =0, subtraction constants are very important in

satisfying PCAC.  (b) These subtraction constants lead to a

pion form factor with undesirable asymptotic behavior unless

modif. cations are introduced, such as an infinite number of poles

in the axial vector current.  (c) The widths  r(5 -0 Al 7T)  for
X  along the leading trajectory decrease exponentially with  J

as expected, but the first few are excessively large unless an

appreciable amount of gs-type AlpT coupling is allowed. within

the broad limits set by the SLAC data on  Al 4 PT .
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12. Universal Isovector Current With Many 1- Poles

(J. Rosner)

A simple prescription was suggested for preserving universality

of the isovector current in the presence of many 1- poles  Pi .

By identifying the  Pi - y  coupling as proportional to the

o i - 7rrr coupling, predictions were made regarding (a) the modifi-

cation of the KSFR relation, (b) charge radii, (c) 71-71- resonance

production in colliding beam experiments, (d) high energy

photoproduction and photcabsorption of  p  mesons, (e) photoproduc-

tion of  o '  and  o" , and (f) asymptotic behavior of form

factors.

13.  Duality and Nonleptonic Decay. (J. Rosner)

(With S. Nussinov, Brookhaven National Laboratory and

Tel Aviv University.

The absence of exotic states in certain channels is used

to derive the structure of  S-wave nonleptonic hyperon decays

in a manner independent of the usual current algebra approach„

Results include octet enhancement, the Lee-Sugawara triangle,

and the relation SCII ) o .
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14.     Veneziano-type Form Factors   for     T    Meson.      (H.   Suura)

We construct the amplitude  < 71- | 81 AC-)
1 71- W- >

+  -

assuming (i) that the divergence of the axial vector current

couples to an infinite number of 0- daughters of •n--A , trajectory,
- -

and    ( ii)    that   all   the ' scattering amplitudes      lr lr      +  lr-0 are given

by the Veneziano formula.

By taking zero-momentum extrapolation of  T+  in the above

amplitude by means of the soft pion technique, we obtain the form

factor for the scalar source,    - term, which is

<   'IT-  1    I(o)   1  7T > I (t) = 1 (t)
r (1 - 0(t))

3r  (-  -  n, (4)
2

-

where 0(t) is the p-f trajectory.  Here T (t) is related

to the form factor chirally conjugate to
  (t) ; namely,

T        (t) =
<  Tr-13X  AA  -   la  >

where  o  is the  0   daughter of  D meson.  A very attractive

solution symmetric in   (t)  and   (t)

are

T (t) fv
 (1/4 - rvt/ 2

r (1 _ cvt/2)

and                                  (t)     N
r  ( 1/2    -    ot/2)

r (3/4 - nt/2)

The electromagnetic form factor can be treated similarly by

(-), +  -looking   at the amplitude      <11--  |  A       1     T   '1 1.      > and again using
U
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the soft-pion technique.  We need a Veneziano amplitude for

+-   +
7T Tr  -0 7T-Al 'for which we assume a particular form corresponding

to no  D wave  Al + p·Ir decay. We obtain

r  (1   -    Nt)
FlT (t) -  Tr f A (t)T          r (3/2 - qt)

and

<    7T-   1      A -) 1
0 >   =   (q  + q, ) const  A (t) + k term.

11                                          11

A symmetric solution gives

A     r (--      )1 of (t)
r 4. 22

F71- (t) 5   Q(t)VT Tr r(--   )4 2

This form factor, lacking  o'  coupling, is consistent with

the colliding beam experiment.

15. Polarization Measurements at High Energies  (Robert Saenger)

I completed a paper begun at S.L.A.C. with W. Schmidt

entitled "Polarization Measurements  at High Energies",   to  be

published in Ann. Phys.  In this paper the problem of translating

symmetry properties of the helicity amplitudes for two body

scattering into concise predictions for polarization experiments

is discussed extensively. Particular attention is given to the

asymptotic symmetries at high energies which are characteristic

for a Regge pole exchange model and which are associated with
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-parity and  G-parity exchange in a crossed channel.  The idea

is developed that the symmetry operator, as a matrix in helicity

space,     "maps" one polarization measurement   onto a superpos ition

of other polarization measurements. Using  this   fact a systematic

procedure is presented for. separating different parts of the

amplitudes which are even or odd under a symmetry.  Certain

selection rules are derived which characterize the symmetry

mapping and a simple form for presenting the statistical tensors

for arbitrary spin is developed.

16.  Further Studies on The Veneziano Amplitude   (R. Saengef)

I have been looking for improvements to the Veneziano ampli-

tude, without particular success.  Particularly, I have studied

schemes for unitarizing the amplitude.  Earlier, I studied

implications of local current conservation vs. symmetry invariance

for the electromagnetic vertex function  A (p',p).
&1

Also I looked at the existence of generators for a local

Yang-Mills gauge transformation intterms of the local currents and

found it necessary to have distinct generators at each point in

order to generate  V  4 VM -o t x v  +1-3  nt  for  84 Q = 0.M   Yo  M
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17.  Inelastic Resonances in the Pion Form Factor (T. Walsh)

Work for a paper on inelastic resonances in the pion form

factor has been completed.  The assumption that F was dominated
IT

by elastic and inelastic resonant states permitted me to -find a

simple approximate solution to the resulting system of coupled

singular integral equations.  The chief application here would

be to possible inelastic resonances appearing in experiments like

+- + -           12   +   -    12d e e. - *7 1'7 7' and y+C 4 7'r 71-   + C The Veneziano model

for 7rIT scattering, supplemented by a consideration of  71-Al -0 11
indicates that any such resonances with I=J=1 appearing in Flr
might be quite inelastic. This was what suggested the present-

work.

18.  Axial-Vector Sum Rule for He (E. A. Peterson and T. Wil h)
3

The major investigation  of the Adler-Weisberger  (AW)   sum  rule · - · -
3

for He  was completed this year.  The results of this work. indicate

that with a suitable extrapolation in the pion mass of a part of the

3                                                              3physical Tr-He scattering amplitude, the Aw relation for He (and

probably also for heavier nuclei) should be quite accurate. In

particular, it should be much more accurate than the Goldberger-

Trieman relation for nuc lei, which is plagued by anomalous thres-

hold difficulties.
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An investigation of the anomalous thresholds in the sum rule

(beyond that reported in detail in the published version) was also

carried out. The major interesting points that developed from a

study of the anomalons thresholds of three-dimensional reduced

2
graphs were: that the region of singularity is closed in the v-q

plane, is relatively small for the process under consideration, and

is partially coterminant with the appropriate two-dimensional

threshold. It was also found that a two-dimensional reduced graph

for the three pion state .appearing in the mass extrapolation gives

an anomalous threshold very close to the three-pion threshold in

the nucleon Goldberger-Trieman relation, and that a conjecture of

Fubini's that anomalous thresholds were absent in a certain region

of the pion energy-mass plane held for a very large number of

thresholds (all of those investigated) .

A new type of sum rule, the Plane Wave Sum Rule was also

discovered. This sum rule does not involve experimentally

determined pion cross-sections, which are not yet available, and is

very well satisfied. The form also indicates a mechanism for

"quenching" the value of the axial form factor as the size of the

nucleus increases.
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III. HIGH ENERGY EXPERIMENTAL

1.  Pion-Deuteron Elastic Scattering at Intermediate Momentum,

Transfers (E. Coleman, R.C. Chase, T.G. Rhoades and

collaborators)

The differential cross sections for elastic scattering of

negative pions from deuterons have been measured at 2.01, 3.77

and 5.53 GeV/c.  Our measurements test multiple-scattering

theories such as the Glauber formalism or Regge-pole models. The

experiment was performed at Argonne National Laboratory using a

double-arm spectrometer technique in which we analyzed the momentum

of each of the elastically scattered final particles. Scintillation

counter arrays were used as detectors, and the data were stored in

a multiple-channel analyzer. This was the first data to show the

energy dependence of the crucial intermediate momentum transfer

region with high statistical accuracy.  Preliminary results have   

been published which show remarkable agreement with the Glauber

high energy approximation.

2.  Measurement of  A-p  Elastic Scattering in the Diffraction

Region  (E. Coleman, R.C. Chase, T.G. Rhoades and

collaborators)
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-

We have measured the Tr p elastic differential cross sections

in 0.1 GeV/c steps from 1.70 to 2.75 GeV/c and at 3.00, 3.50,

3.75, 4.00, 5.00, and 5.50 GeV/c.  The measurements covered the
2

four-momentum transfer squared (t) region from 0.2 to 0.6 (GeV/c)

with statistical accuracy of more than 95' 0.  Both the negative

pion and the proton were detected by scintillation counters and

their momenta were analyzed. Interpretations of the information

obtained from the slopes of these diffraction peaks are being

investigated.

3,  Inelastic Scattering of Negative Pions from Deuterons at

5.53 GeV/c. (E. Coleman, R.C. Chase, and H. Courant)

using a single-arm spectrometer, we have measured the

differential cross sections for pion-deuteron inelastic scattering
2

from four-momentum transfers of -0.3 to -1.0 (GeV/c) .  The

experiment was performed at Argonne National Laboratory in the 17'

beam.  Two arrays of scintillation counters were used to detect

the scattered pion with a multichannel analyzer on-line to provide

time-of-flight information. From these total scattering differen-

tial cross sections, the elastic scattering differential cross

sections were subtracted to determine the inelastic cross sections.

These results have been compared with predictions from the Glauber

approximation and the Impulse approximation. Preliminary results
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have been accepted for publication.

4.  Pion-Proton Elastic Scattering near  t = -3 (GeV/c)2

(E. Coleman, R.C. Chase, T.G. Rhoades and collaborators)

Differential cross sections for the elastic scattering of

negative pions from hydrogen have been measured over a limited

range of four-momentum transfer squared (t) in the vicinity of

t = -3 (GeVyc)2  for incident pion momenta of 2.5, 2.75 and 3.0

GeV/c .  These measurements confirm the existence of a minimum in

this region, and we have shown that the position of the minimum is

energy dependent.  Both of the scattered final particles were

detected by scintillation: counters and momentum analyzed by

bending magnets.  This experiment was undertaken to help  alleviate

a serious constraint on theoretical work by providing precise data

in this region where present theories of strong interactions break

down.  Preliminary results have been published in Physical Review

Letters.

5.  Backward  r-d  and  •IT-P  Elastic Scattering (E. Coleman,

R.C. Chase and collaborators)

The backward angular distributions for the scattering of

negative pions by deuterons and by protons have been investigated
-

,,
0

- , . .  ' :
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for   2.0 GeV/c incident pions . The apparatus   for      A-d      and
-

7r p  scattering only differed in the use of a liquid deuterium

target for the former and the use of a liquid hydrogen target

for the latter.  Both of the final scattered particles were

detected by scintillation counters and momentum analysis was

performed for the pion.  While no theoretical model for the

pion-deuteron backward cross sections has been successful, various

Regge-pole approaches for the backward pion-proton data have

enjoyed limited success.  Until this experiment, no data had been

available for backward pion-deuteron elastic scattering at high

energies.

-

6.     71-  p Charge Exchange (spark chamber) (R.C. Chase, E. Coleman,

H. Courant, E. Marquit, E. Petraske, H. Romer, K. Ruddick

Analysis was continued on data from an ANL spark chamber

experiment to measure the differential cross-section for backward
-

IT  p charge exchange.

The differential cross-sections show the same general behavior

for incident momenta between 2 and 6 GeV/c when plotted as a func-

tion of U , the square of the four momentum transfer from incident
-                                                                     2

T        to outgoing neutron. A broad dip occurs   at  M  Z  -   0.3 (GeV/c)
as opposed to the prediction of a very sharp dip at  B= - 0.15

(GeV/c) which comes from a simple Regge model of nucleon exchange.
2

J                                                 -
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The charge exchange data have been compared with existing

+elastic lr-p scattering data at 6 GeV/c incident momenta and a

calculation has yielded values for the two  B-dependent amplitudes

corresponding to exchange of isotopic spins 1/2 and 3/2, and for

the phase difference between them.  The phase differs radically

from that predicted by the simple model except near the extreme

backward direction.  The discrepancy cannot be explained by addi-

tion of a further Regge trajectory to the calculation, and is

presumably evidence for the important role of cuts in the ampli-

tudes.  Results have been reported in the Physical Review Letters

(PRL 22, 1137 (1969))

Identification of a small number of events corresponding to

backward  n  production (4.6 per cent of all charge exchange events)

has provided the first direct determination of the coupling of the

73  mesons to nucleons, relative to that of the T meson.  This

result gives a value of  a , the fraction of  F  coupling in the

pseudoscalar meson-baryon coupling.      0 is found   to   have a value

0.43+0.03 which is remarkably close to the value 2/5 predicted

by current algebra and  SU(6), and thus provides encouragement for

the further application of the  SU(3)  symmetry to particle

couplings.

Measurement is continuing on film of events with production

+-of  71- T parts at backward angles.  All the film has been

measured ance and has already demonstrated the production of the
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0
p   meson at high momentum transfer.

7.  Triggered Bubble Chamber (PPA)  (B. Chaudhary, H. Courant,

E. Marquit, K. Ruddick and Collaborators)

In collaboration with the University of Wisconsin we continued

to analyze the pictures taken last year with the Princeton-Pennsyl-

vania rapid-cycling bubble chamber flash-lamps triggered upon the

detection of a fast proton by an experimental set-up involving

Cerenkov and scihtillator counters. The chamber was filled with

+
deterium and pictures were taken for incident 71- momenta of

1.8,      2.0,      2.1 5     and     2.4    Gev/c         and        A-         at    2.1 5     GeV/c.
+

Preliminary results on the r interactions were presented in

Physical Review Letters (PRL 23. 491 (1969)1.  The strong forward

peaking of the proton distributron suggests that baryon exchange

plays a dominant role in these interactions. Evidence was found

for  backward 0 production  with a cross section  of    -  150  ub/

for cos e 2 0.98.  No clear evidence of 00  production was
Trp

found.  The analysis of the film is continuing.  We are presently

+
measuring  T p interactions with the neutron as a spectator, as

no pictures were taken with hydrogen in the chamber.

8.  7r-d Interactions at 2.3 GeV/c (bubble chamber)

A. Benvenuti, E. Marquit, and collaborators.
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We continued the analysis of the Tr-d interactions in

30,000 pictures taken in the 72" LRL chamber and 50,000 pictures

in the  30" ANL chamber at 2.3 GeV/c .  We found that in the
-

reaction  A-d -D Psplr-T-vi , the principal enhancement in the  0-T

system at 960 and 1060 MeV which we had been observing were

kinematical reflections of 8 p production.

In the reaction  ird -* Ps n 7r-lr-,r  we found a  4-5

standard deviation enhancement in the I=5/2 (nlr-Tr-) system.

The results of our analysis of this effect (published in the Physical

Review Letters  -  PRL 22,  970 (1969)) appear to confirm two earlier

reports of such a resonance.  However a paper by a LRL- Michigan

State collaboration, based on several times the number of events

in our experiment failed to find evidence of such a resonance.
- --

The reaction  T d -4 Psp71" T proved to be an abundant

source of isobar production, with 40 0/0  of the channel contribu-

ting to a peak at 1667  Mev/c2.  Although this effect has been seen

before at neighboring incident pion energies also with large cross

sections, no attempts had been made to identify the resonance (or

resonances) in question, most likely because of the limited statis-

tics available on the other experiments.  We were able to determine

the spin and isospin as 5/2 and 1/2 and thus concluded that we

were dealing with the production of the  D (1675) and/or  F15                   15

(1690),  The isobar is produced almost exclusively in the forward

direction with a Treiman-Yang angle distribution compatible with
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baryon (spin 1/2) exchange; but the cross section ( - 900Mb) is
2

- 10  higher than what we expect for baryon exchange.  An explanation

based on a direct channel mechanism also encounters difficulties

because of the absence of production in the backward hemisphere and

the persistence of the large cross section over a broad range of

cms energies. A paper on the subject has been accepted for publi-

cation in the Physics Review.

9.   Existence of the H meson (bubble chamber) (B. Chaudhary,

H. Courant, E. Marquit)

The existence of the boson resonance H(990) is at present a

controversial issue.  There have been very many doubts and objections

raised recently against the existence of this resonance.

We undertook to reanalyse the University of Michigan T+d data

at 3.65 GeV/c (from the 20" BNL chamber).  This was the main evidence

for H(Benson et al., PRL 16, 1177 (1966)).
We rescanned and measured 1100 events in the 37r mass region of

interest.  Using more sophisticated programs than were available to

Benson et al. we are investigating the possibility that the H meson

was really due to a misassignment of· the reaction
+-T+d   -0  ppm'   4  pplr  r   y  to the final state  T+d   -*  ppn-+T-7rl   , as suggested

by  Barbaro-Galtieri  and P. Soding (Meson Spectroscopy,    W.    A.    Benjamin   ,

New York 1968).  Our preliminary results reported at the Spring 1969
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meeting of the APS indicated that this was not the case. We are now

completing the study of the remeasured data and continuing analysis

of a subsequent T+d exposure at the same energy (50,000 pictures

from the 30" ANL chamber) .

At this writing it appears that the use of plates in the bubble

0chamber to convert  y's   from  the 7T decay  will be necessary  to

finally resolve the question.
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This report describes research in nuclear physics and

elementary particle physics from September 1968 through August 1969.

The nuclear research is all theoretical, but the elementary

particle research is both theoretical and experimental.  Although

the United States Atomic Energy Commission funded most of this

research, the University of Minnesota provided approximately

$30,000 in grants for research in experimental high energy physics

and the university totally subsidized the cost of computer time.

The contribution of the university has played a very important

role in the increased vigor of the experimental program.

The report has been divided into three parts corresponding to

the three major areas of research. The reader is advised that

some of the results presented here are tentative and may be

modified before publication.
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